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Earthquake expert warns Turkey may be hit again
BY TERESA BELCHER

Turkey' s earthquake-devastated
countryside could take more of a
battering, with another large quake
on the horizon according to an ANU
seismologist.
Professor Brian Kennett, from
the Research School of Earth Sciences (RSES), said that seismologists
suspect there is still a zone to the
west of the recent activity that has
potential for another earthquake.
"Once the full system starts moving then, particularly for a big fault
like that, there's a chance that an-

other segment will also go," Prof
Kennett said.
The North Anatolian Fault (where
Africa is moving north towards Europe) characteristically has centuries
of activity, followed by a quiet period.
There was a string of major earthquakes in this area in 1939, 1944 and
1953, and Prof Kennett said that strain
had been building up on the fault again
and the area was now in a period of
considerable activity.
"There hasn't been a major event in
the Istanbul area for quite a long time,"
Prof Kennett said. "There tends to be a

Preamble
'likely to get
through'
B Y TANIA CUTTING

The majority of Australians will vote
in favour of John Howard's constitutional preamble in the November
referendum because they want to believe in its notion of national unity,
ANU academic Dr Bruce Moore said.
Dr Moore, the Director of the Australian National Dictionary Centre,
believes that, although the preamble
seems to have the right intention, it
fails to really define national identity.
"It's a very careful, and finally a
fairly bland document because there
are certain things that it is refusing to
say and it's attempting to not offend
anyone while asserting that there is this
thing called national identity," Dr
Moore said.
"If 11 get up though, because there's
probably still a majority of Australians
who want to believe that it's true. I
mean who is going to want to vote
against notions of honouring those who
have sacrificed their lives during war?
Who's going to argue that we shouldn't
be talking about our unique natural
environment and protecting it? It's only
when you look at it and analyse its
language carefully that you can see
that it's in danger of disintegrating."
Dr Moore, who will later this month
present a paper on the preamble's construction and the history of Australian
EngUsh as it relates to republicanism,
said that, if Australians examined the
preamble more closely they might think
twice about its message when it came
time to vote — despite govemment
efforts to push it out of the spothght.
"I think when it comes to the vote
it'll be the repubhcan issue that everyone will be thinking about and it'll so
dominate media discussion that the
preamble just won't get a run," Dr
Moore said. "Just from the structure of
the booklet we were given it looks as if
we're being told we don't need to think
about the preamble — just tick the
box."

Dr Moore said that he was also
puzzled by what he described as the
"odd shifts" throughout the document.
"It 'honours' Aborigines and Torres
Strait Islanders but it just 'recognises'
immigrants—why is there that kind of
distinction?" Dr Moore said. "The most
significant thing about the preamble is
that although two terms are lurking
below it all the time—multiculturalism
and ownership—they're the two words
that are not being voiced at all."
"The sentence about Aborigines is
also interesting if you look at the way
'their' and 'our' works in the sentence.
'Honouring Aborigines and Torres
Strait Islanders, the nation's first people, for their deep kinship with their
lands and for their ancient and continuing cultures which enrich the life of our
country.'
"I'm not quite sure who 'our' is
there. One might have expected: 'which
enrich the life of Australia', but it may
well just be sloppiness — the kind of
syntactic sloppiness that is also in the
first sentence."
Despite his misgivings about the
preamble's construction, Dr Moore
believes that its attempt to define Australian identity is quite honest, although
in the final wash, it fails to confront
what being Australian really means.
"These arguments about words simply highlighted to me just how complex
the notion of Australian identity is at
the moment — whereas the preamble
assumes that it's just given, transparent and obvious.
"The problem is, I think, that all of
the debates that have taken place over
the past two or three years have made
it perfectly clear that this notion of
national identity doesn't include everyone. The whole notion of national
identity is somewhat problematic in
Australia right now and neither the
preamble nor the republicans have really addressed that issue very strongly."
Referendum debate, Page 8

Focus

chain of earthquakes along this line —
basically you are relieving stress on
one part of the fault and by doing that
you are changing the stress regime on
another part."
Prof Kennett warned that shallow,
big earthquakes in areas with increased
population were the main problems.
"The reason why we have relatively
high damage and death tolls is, in many
ways, the quality of the building.
In AnatoHa, the people developed
an extremely good design of earthquake-resistant buildings in the 14th
and 15th centuries, but when the earth-

quakes stopped happening, they
stopped building them," Prof Kennett
said. "So the natural reaction is if an
earthquake hasn't occurred in one generation you tend to forget about it."
Turkey has not been the only area
to receive earthquake damage in the
last few months. Three major earthquake events — magnitude 7.8 in
Turkey on 17 August, magnitude 7.6
in Taiwan on 20 September and magnitude 7.5 at Oaxhoka, Mexico on 30
September, caused serious damage
and loss of life. A smaller event
(around magnitude 6) affecting Ath-

ens was also recently in the news.
Prof Kennett said these events
were not related as they have different characteristics and are related to
ongoing processes in their areas.
"These are approximately random
events — that means that you don't
get one a week but you tend to get
weeks without any and then other
weeks with some."
"The expectation for significant
earthquakes is that you get about 50
to 60 a year — significant in this
case would be magnitude six or
greater."

Equitable arrangements bring own rewards
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Dr Andrew Hopkins (left), of the Department of Sociology in the Faculty of Arts, receives his Certificate in Recognition
of Exceptional Performance in Equity and Diversity from ANU Chancellor Professor Peter Baume, during this month's
Conferring of Degrees. Dr Hopkins, and School of Music Director Professor Nicollette Fraillon, are the inaugural
recipients of the awards, established by Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor John Richards, to recognise staff in
initiatives that incorporate equal employment opportunity and diversity principles and practices.

Decision on Faculties restructure
delayed until next Council meeting
BY SEAN DALY

Major changes to Faculties' financial controls and accountability,
appointment of Deans, debt reduction and marketing were approved
by the ANU Council last week as
part of the Faculties Review — but a
decision on a restructuring of the
Faculties has been delayed until next
month.
Deputy Vice-Chancellor Professor
John Richards' final report into the
review of the Faculties included 13 key
recommendations, ranging f r o m
changes to the way Deans are selected
to dis-establishment of the Faculties
Resources Office and a doubling in the
budget for promotional workby Student
Recruitment and International
Education (SRIE).

Council approved 11 of those 13
recommendations, with the two dealing
with restructuring of the Faculties and
setting limits on minimum class sizes
deferred until Council's 12 November
meeting.
In presenting his report to Council,
Prof Richards said the Faculties audited
debt at the end of last year was more
than $8 million and, under figures
submitted by the Deans in their rolling
triennial budget submissions, was
projected to grow by about $ 1 m a year.
Prof Richards said the reasons
behind the development of the debt
were complex, but he pointed to a
system that left Deans uninformed
about the Faculty's financial position
and ill-equipped to make informed
financial decisions. Prof Richards also
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highlighted the current accounting
system that allowed budget areas to
continue to spend when there was no
money left.
The Review suggested changes to
give Deans more financial control over
their Faculty budgets, including the
removal of the Faculties Resources
Office and relocation of financial
advisers back to Deans' offices. Prof
Richards told Council that he believed
these measures should be tied to a
revamp of the way Deans were
Continued on Page 3
LATE EDITION

Printing of this edition of the ANU
Reporter was delayed so that the
Council's decision on the Review
of the Faculties could be included.
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Embarking on a new quest for science

W

hen ANU Adjunct Professor, Dr Mike Gore, officially returns to the campus on 1 December, it will be a
symbolic gesture at most.
In fact, the founding director of
Questacon — The National Science
and Technology Centre, had never really "left" the University but maintained
physical links through the Faculty of
Science and its National Centre for the
Public Awareness of Science (CPAS).
It is to the Faculty of Science that
Dr Gore is "returning". At the Centre
he will be continuing a career of
nearly 40 years in the teaching of
science and the best way to communicate science to the public.
But Dr Gore will also play another
role in the ANU's push for greater
recognition of both the University as a
whole and its outstanding record in the
teaching of science. At the invitation of
the Vice-Chancellor, Dr Gore will chair
a newly restructured Public Affairs
Outreach Group.
The committee — with members
from the Institute of Advanced Studies, Institute of the Arts, the Faculties,
students. Student Recruitment and
International Education, Facilities
and Services and the Public Affairs
Division — has been established to
advise on the ANU's public relations
and student recruitment initiatives.

Dr Gore said that it is alongside
this role as the Chair of this committee, under a title yet to be decided,
that the University hopes to use him
and his high-profile promotional expertise to raise awareness of the ANU
at a national and international level.
Although he believes it is too early
to define in detail what the Outreach
Group, and he as chair, will be doing,
he said the Vice-Chancellor alluded
to a coordination role in the area of
the University' s communications and
promotion. One of his first tasks will
be establishing a mechanism for University-wide communication on
planned projects or special events so
that all areas of the ANU are aware of
what other areas are doing.
Dr Gore said he would bring his
enthusiasm for science and the ANU
back to the ANU and said people
should not be surprised to see him
knocking on their doors and dropping in for a chat.
"I think there is a whole raft of
things that could make my skills useful on this campus. I love talking to
people; I am a people person.
Questacon happened because I spent
a lot of time walking and talking to
people, now I would hope to use the
same skills to talk the ANU up —
which is not going to be a great
problem because I have spent 25
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Clever talking: Dr Mike Gore returns to teaching science conrimunication.
years on this campus."
Part of Dr Gore's work at CPAS
will be picking up on leads generated

VC's VIEW

Protecting basic research
The government's discussion paper,
"New Knowledge, New Opportunities was atimely review of the policies
and funding mechanisms for university research raising broad policy issues.
These have been the subjects of extensive discussions within the sector and
within this University.
The ANU has been involved in
these discussions as an institution in a
unique situation by virtue of its national and international role and its
direct relationship with the federal government. We have also been involved
through the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee and the Group of Eight
universities.
A major theme was the relationship
between basic research and innovation. ANU submitted a paper to the
government in February this year on
"The Case for Additional Funding of
Basic Research" setting out the ways
in which basic research contributes to
innovation, competitiveness and economic growth. Unless this nexus is
well understood, there is a danger that
policy-makers may downgrade the
value that Australia derives from its
investment in basic research.
The reforms that are canvassed in
the Government's discussion paper are
unlikely to achieve the desired impact
without significant additional funding.
Mere resource re-allocation without
the injection of additional funds will
produce a lot of pain but with few
actual benefits realised.
Unless the issue of research funding is addressed, Australia will end by
importing technology developed overseas with the assistance of foreign
governments, effectively subsidising
overseas research activities by becoming a purchasing client in the
commercialisation process. In some
cases that is inevitable and may even
be sensible. But in many, we should be

originators and producers in the commercialisation process to maintain a
proper intellectual trade balance.
A case in point is in the development of renewable energy. In many
ways we enjoy natural assets that should
make us market leaders. However,
dedicated federal research and development funding for renewable energy
in Australia has wound down completely. This contrasts with the
$266million to replace diesel fuel used
for electricity generation in remote areas through a 50 per cent subsidy.
There is also a $31 million program for
roof-mounted photovoltaic systems,
again through a 50 per cent subsidy.
These are large investments and, unless supported by the development of
Australian technology, will become
investments in imported technology.
Australia's intellectual capital in
renewable energy generation is being
run down. There are now only two
substantial research groups (with teams
of more than four people) remaining in
the field. Both are involved in photovoltaic research. CSIRO has only a
minimal capacity and there is almost
no renewable energy research and development being done by private
organisations and companies.
As research moves closer to the
commercial world, the peer review element in the Australian Research
Council (ARC) processes becomes a
serious risk to applicants, since peer
assessors will almost inevitably be rivals in commercialisation. Applicants
may be constrained from providing
crucial details of a project and hence
will damage their chances of success.
A problem with the run-down of
basic and applied research and development is that applications to programs
such as the Renewable Energy Commercialisation Program (RECP) tend
to decUne in quality. This leads to such
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programs
funding
either
secondrate Australian projects or funding
foreign projects because they are all
that is available.
Private companies are reluctant to
fund long-term research and development (that is, programs lasting longer
than two years). Their requirements
for returns on shareholders' investments drive them to short-term
development programs. This limits
the usefulness for long-term research
in renewable energy of the ARC Strategic Partnerships with Industry
Research and Training (SPIRT) grants,
which require substantial private investment, and of the Australian CRC
for Renewable Energy, which requires
a 50 per cent private investment. Department of Industry Science and
Resources Research and Development
Start programs also impose a requirement that participating companies have
an annual turnover of less than $50
million, which rules out many collaborators.
A greater emphasis on innovation
and commercialisation without increasing the overall funding can only be
achieved by diverting funds from basic
research. That downgrading of basic
research will lead Australia to kill the
goose that lays the golden egg.
The issues canvassed in the discussion paper are critical ones for the
future of Australian universities and
also for the long-term prosperity of
Australia. It will be equally critical
that, in resolving them, the funding is
sufficient to ensure the full potential is
realised and that the breeding ground
of basic research is protected in order
to ensure a steady flow of new Australian technologies to commercialisation.

by the Centre's Director, Dr Sue
Stocklmayer, on promoting the awareness of science through government
and industry connections. He will also
be writing — putting down on paper
some of the major science shows he
has organised over the years.
"It will be written like a cookb o o k . I f you want to do a
one-and-a-half hour talk on the centre of mass and it sounds boring,
well, try this."
Dr Gore will also be teaching —
transferring his knowledge of, and
enthusiasm for, communicating science to new generations of science
communicators.

Deadline for contributions
is 8 November 1999.
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The H.C Coombs Creative
Arts Fellowshi
THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
The H.C. Coombs Creative Arts Fellowship is an annual fellowship to give creative artists the opportunity for
a period of uninterrupted work in the University environment.
ANU's Creative Arts Advisory Committee invites applications for The H.C. Coombs Creative Arts Fellowship for
the year 2000.
Applicants should be Australian citizens, have
Applicants may be engaged in any discipline in
formal residency status in Australia, or hove a
the creative arts such as the visual arts,
strong Australian connection.
contempomry craft or decorative arts, music,
The Australian Notional University is committed to
film/video production, acting, writing,
the promotion of equal opportunity for all persons
contempomry design and the creative use of
including women, people of Aboriginal and Torres
computer technology.
Strait Island descent, people of all mcial and
• The Fellowship is intended for recipients who ore
ethnic groups and people with disabilities.
mid-career or can demonstrate an established
arts or creative practice.
Except in special circumstances, the Fellow is expected to be in residence at the University for three to six
months, half of which should be a teaching period. The Fellowship will cover, if necessary, relocation fares to
Canberra from within Australia and some assistance with accommodation. It will provide on honorarium of
$1,000 0 week for a maximum residence period of 26 weeks. Depending upon the area of practice and
individual requirements, the Fellowship will offer single or shared studio facilities in conjunction with the
University to the recipient.
Applicants may either be nominated by a staff member at the Australian National University or may apply
personally for the Fellowship. Self-nominated applicants are encouraged to discuss their applications with
apprapriate University staff.
People interested in the Fellowship should obtain guidelines and the application
form from www.anu.edu.au/pad/caf.html BEFORE submitting an application.
All applications must be received by Monday, 15 November 1999.
Applications with missing required information will not be considered by the
Committee.
THE
Enquiries should be made to the Secretary of the Creative Arts Advisory A U S T R A L I A N
Committee, Public Affairs Division, Ph 02 6249 0794, Fax 02 6249 5568
NATIONAL
or email: Anna.Damiano@anu.edu.au
UNIVERSITY

Deane Terrell
http://www.anu.edu.au/pad/ANURep
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Researchers
use nature
to improve
'sight' for
machines
B Y TERESA BELCHER

Scientists at the Research School of
Biological Sciences (RSBS) have
recently filed a patent for a revolutionary breakthrough in image
processing, which has the potential
to attract significant commercial interest from industry.
Dr Johannes Zanker of the Visual
Sciences Group has been working
with collaborator Dr Walter Junger
in Germany to use the way nature
processes images to help machines
"see" better.
"The research has concentrated
on image segmentation, when the
image breaks up into clearly visible
objects by virtue of their movement,
and the way nature solves this
processing problem.
"The problem of image segmentation is, when you move around,
you want to detect and identify objects — you want to see things — not
just an amorphous world around
you," Dr Zanker said. "The kind of
visual features that you are using to
discriminate objects are luminance,
colour, texture, or motion."
According to Dr Zanker, motion
is a very important cue for seeing
because we are always moving
around.
"When you move your head you
have the relative motion between
foreground and background and our
brains are very highly specialised to
deal with this motion information."
The researchers transferred knowledge they knew about biological vision
systems to implement similar processes into technical systems and
machines. Using what is known about
neural information processing, from
the ability of bees to land on moving
flowers to the way humans see things,
Dr Zanker and his colleagues were
able to create a computer model that
detects motion in two dimensions.
The model generates colour maps
that indicate movement directions
— for example yellow for upwards,
blue for downwards, red for left and
green for right.
"The crucial point is, by this, you
can extract the motion information and
document it in a static image," Dr
Zanker said. "Conventional image
processing analysis treats changes over
time as disturbances of the images,
whereas we are exploiting this as the
source of information."
This technology will aid medical
image analysis involving large data
sets such as ultrasound. Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), and Computer Tomography (CT).
"The fundamental approach is to
incorporate our ideas from biology
into machine vision, and that offers a
number of opportunities and technical applications, in particular in
medicine," Dr Zanker said. "You can
assist, for example, a surgeon in planning operations and assist diagnostic
procedures by helping measure the
size of a tumour, for instance."
"Doctors can compare objects and
slices over time and see the growing
and shrinking — it is all a little bit like
virtual reality."
http://www.anu.edu.au/pad/ANURep

Library's website revamp
aimed at improving access
ANU Library

B Y TANIA CUTTING

The ANU Library has launched a
revamped website that promises to
make navigating its online resources
a much easier and enjoyable task.
The new site, designed by Canberra company EDIME, went online
on September 30. It includes several
new features such as the "Information Alert!" that provides the latest
updates on information resources and
product trials, a quickfinder for the
most frequently used Library pages
and dedicated pages detailing the
services offered to the different
groups of library users.
It also has over 100 more links on
the home page than its predecessor
making more of the library directly
accessible with a simple click of a
button.
According to Margaret Henty, the
Manager of the Library's Electronic
Publishing and Coordination Unit,
the new site addresses many of the
problems that were identified during
a useability study last year.
"It was really the results of that
study that fed into the new design,"

library

MM

Literary links: The new website has more than 100 additional links.
Ms Henty said.
"The one thing that all of our
users said was that they didn't want
to have to go through so many layers
to get to their destination. They
wanted more links to be available
from the top page. With the new site,
we now have 123 links direct from
the top page whereas previously we
only had about 15, so it's a significant improvement in navigation."
Users can now also order and pay
for journal articles and books di-

rectly from the ANU Library home
page, which has direct links to commercial information suppliers.
Ms Henty said usage of the Library website had more than doubled
in the past nine months, reflecting
not only the success of an active
marketing campaign, but also an increase in the number of library
resources now available in electronic
form.
The Library webpages can be
found at <http://anulib.anu.edu.au>.

Olympian task for ANU poet
The Australia Council last week announced that poet Mark O' Connor has
been awarded a $40,000 Australia
Council Fellowship to cover the Olympic Games in verse. Mr O'Connor
is currently the ANU's 1999 H.C.
Coombs Creative Arts Fellow.
A well-known environmentalist as
well as poet, Mr O'Connor (pictured
right) was recendy flown to London by
the British Foreign Office to curtainraise their Breath of Fresh Air
environmental conference. His Firestick Farming: Selected Poems
1972-1990 has been a set text on the
NSW high school syllabus.
The Olympic fellowship will run
for two years, the first year being spent
on the Olympic project. In the second
year (beginning January 2000) Mark
will return to his long-running project
of writing what Professor Ehzabeth
Perkins has dubbed "biologically
knowledgeable poetry" about remote
regions of Australia.
Many parts of Australia, he says,
"are undervalued and vulnerable to
mis-exploitation because they lack a
literary and artistic tradition". He hopes
to do books of verse on both the Games
and the regions of Australia.

"My plan is to place the Sydney
Olympic Games in the wider settings
of Sydney Harbour and the physical
environments of central NSW and
Australia," Mr O'Connor said. "This
will help put 'the Green Games' into a
greener vision of Australia. It may also
help direct the attention of visitors toward NSW's and Austraha's wider
and more long-term attractions.
"I hope to produce some topical
almost journalistic poems or epigrams,
and perhaps also some poems that may
become lasting reminders of the Sydney 2000 Games."
Mr O'Connor instigated the Olympic Fellowship, applying for funding
to the Australia Council as SOCOG
does not have funds or authority to
commission literary works.
"The original Olympic Games had
an intimate Hnk with poets. Pindar and
others preserved the legend of the
Games down the ages, and helped make
possible their revival in modem times.
"My brief would be to celebrate and
respond in real time to the unfolding
events of tiie Games. I also want to
follow and record the path of the Olympic Flame as it arrives," Mr
O'Connor said.

Photo: Darren Boyd, Coombs Photography

He will remain as Coombs Fellow at ANU until the end of
December.

Faculties restructure delayed
From Page 1
appointed, pointing to the model used
to select Directors of the Research
Schools, which would include
comprehensive duty statements and
selection criteria.
Several Council members questioned whether recommendations that
affected academic programs at the
University should be referred back to
the Board of the Faculties, but others
argued there had been enough
opportunity for discussion and
submissions and the matter was too
urgent to delay further. In the end, with
assurances that the recommendations
were "in principle". Council agreed to
support them.

The decision on the restructuring,
which will focus on three models —
retaining the six faculties. Prof
Richards' preferred model of three
"institutes", or one "institute" with 12
schools—will be made at next month' s
Council meeting. At that meeting.
Council will consider recommendations from a small evaluation
group headed by Prof Richards and
from the Board of The Faculties. The
Board will also have the opportunity to
discuss the recommendation on setting
minimum class sizes.
After the Council meeting, ViceChancellor Professor Deane Terrell
said it was agreed that more time was
needed to decide on the restructure.

"We were very keen to make sure
that we didn't waste time on the
financial issue, that is the matter we
concentrated on today. On the issue of
structure, there was less opportunity to
have interaction between the steering
committee and Prof Richards and The
Faculties, so we are quite prepared on
that one to give some more time for a
committee of three to seek advice from
The Faculties and come back with
advice for the Council next time."
Prof Terrell said the November
Council meeting would consider not
only the restructuring, but also an
implementation plan for the financial
changes agreed to, in principle, last
Friday.

IN BRIEF
The ANU has donated a property
near Braidwood to be used by the
Duke of Edinburgh Award Program
as a base for many of its activities. In
the 1970s, Australian poet Judith
Wright McKinney gave her property
"The Edge" to the ANU to support
teaching and research. However, the
ANU found that the property, which
included a house and a studio, did not
accommodate large groups and was
difficult to manage from a distance.
The University approached Ms
Wright McKinney with a plan to
transfer the property to a community
organisation that could better utilise
the facility. The official handover
was made last month in a ceremony
attended by Judith Wright McKinney
and the ANU donated an additional
$4,000 for use by the Duke of Edinburgh Award Program to adapt the
property.
The NHMRC Psychiatric Epidemiology Research Centre (PERC) has
completed a study on stress and wellbeing in south-western New South
Wales. PERC carried out a postal
survey of 3,100 adults from the
Farrer electoral roll. The first questionnaire asked about the symptoms
of depression and anxiety. In addition afictionalperson named "Mary"
was described. Respondents were
asked to describe what was wrong
with Mary and what treatments
might be helpful. A second survey
was sent six months later to 422
people who identified themselves as
suffering from mild stress through
to the clinical depression. The results showed that half of the
respondents correctly identified
Mary as having depression. The
treatments most people thought
would be helpful for Mary were:
counselling, increased physical activity, doing a relaxation or stress
management course, seeking help
from friends or family, cutting down
commitments, getting out and about
more, taking up new recreations and
seeing a GP.
The Library has purchased and installed 27 new high-performance
Toshiba photocopiers to replace the
majority of public-use machines on
campus. The new machines have been
installed in the J.B Chifley Building,
W.K. Hancock Building, R.G.
Menzies Building, the Law Library
and all Science Branch Libraries on
Campus (Chemistry Library, Earth
Sciences Library, Medical Sciences
Library and Physical Sciences Library) and the ITA Library. The
colour copier in the J.B.Chifley
Building will also remain. The
Toshiba machines have been installed
to give library users a greater choice
of high performance photocopying
capabilities such as double-sided
copies, a range of reduction, enlargement and editing facilities.

Correction
In an article headed "ANU exports
Cambridge scholars" (ANU Reporter, 29 September 1999) an
incorrect reference was made to
"RSISE graduates". The students
referred to were in fact graduates of
the Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology enrolled to
study at the Research School of Information Sciences and Engineering.
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Genome study may be used to track evolution
BY JULIA VEITCH

The human genome can yield valuable
information about how we evolved,
according to an ANU scientist working with an international team.
In the most recent issue of Genetics, Dr Gavin Huttley in the Human
Genetics Group (HGG) at the John
Curtin School of Medical Research
and colleagues from the United States,
argue that statistical correlations between genetic variants in the human
genome can reveal the locations of
genes that have been important in our
evolution, amongst other things.
Dr Huttley said, "It was a scan over
the entire human genome for genes of
evolutionary consequence such as the
CCR5 gene, which confers resistance

to infection by HIV," Dr Huttley said.
"This was the first such scan in any
species, and also provides important
background information for the largescale gene mapping studies that will be
prevalent after completion of the human genome project. It also highlights
how the genome projects are changing
biology. We can now tackle problems
at an unprecedented scale, but to do it
right we need multi-disciplinary teams
of biologists, statisticians, and computer scientists."
The statistical correlations between
genetic variants in the genome occur
for two main reasons. One is genetic
drift, which is random change in the
frequency of variants from generation
to generation. The other is natural se-

Excellence awarded

lection, where a selective advantage to
individuals who carry a particular variant allows them to have more
descendants. This process causes the
variant to happen more often in following generations, resulting in
non-random arrangements of neighbouring genetic variants.
Dr Huttley explained how the group
identified particular regions of our genome with patterns of genetic variants
that could be attributed to natural selection. "We used data that was a
byproduct of the human genome project
and compared the level of correlations

E&D $2,000 grant sends
technical officer to Perth
BY TANIA C u n i N G

One of the University's few female
technical staff members has won a
$2,000 grant from the Equity and
Diversity Unit to attend an international women's conference in Perth
in November.
Anita Smith, from the Laser Physics Centre in the Research School of
Physical Sciences and Engineering
(RSPhysSE), was chosen to represent the ANU at the 8th Women in
Leadership Conference hosted by
Edith Cowan University (ECU).
The Manager of the Equity and
Diversity Unit, Lesley Hayes, said
Ms Smith was the outstanding candidate in a strong field of applicants
for the general staff grant — the first
dedicated grant for general staff
women in two years.
"We had quite a good field but
Anita stood out in terms of how she
thought the conference would be useful and where she wanted her career
to go," Ms Hayes said.
Ms Smith said she was delighted
with her selection, not only for herPhoto: Darren Boyd, Coombs Photography
self but also for the management of
Three recipients of the Council Medals for General Staff Excellence wereRSPhysSE who had fully supported
her application. She said the conferawarded with their medals at Conferring of Degrees earlier this month. They
ence, which will cover issues such as
are (from left) Beverly Shallcross, Philosophy department administrator in the
Faculty of Arts; Christopher Marshall, School Secretary in the Research "women in science and technology"
and "women's roles in legislation,
School of Social Sciences and Bob Cooper, senior photographer at Coombs
employment and education", would
Photography in Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies.
help her develop the skills necessary

Chinese visitors scrutinise
Australia's financial system
BY TANIA C U H I N G

Australia's finance and taxation systems were laid bare last month for a
delegation of Chinese government
officials in town as part of a twoweek study tour of government
departments.
The group of 17 officials from
various Beijing government finance
and accounting departments spent
time in Melbourne, Canberra and
Sydney — with the ANU their only
university stopover.
The one-day visit to the ANU
involved a series of seminars presented by the Faculty of Economics
and Commerce on current topics in
government budgeting and taxation
with Department of Commerce senior lecturer, Dr Alfred Tran, giving
his address in Mandarin.
Dean of the Faculty, Professor
Tim Brailsford, who organised the
visit, said the stop at ANU was important for the visiting officials
because it provided a more balanced

view of Australia's current economic
situation.
"We give an apolitical view of
things and we can also give a
broader perspective than a lot of
government departments, who become quite narrow in terms of their
vision as to the bigger picture and
the overall economy and the operation of capital markets," Prof
Brailsford said.
The Chinese have been evaluating different economic models in
various countries to see how they
could change their own systems and
processes but Prof Brailsford said
Australia was of particular interest
because it was seen to be a very
progressive economy.
"They see Australia as having
made some fundamental changes,
particularly to the financial and economic systems we've operated.
"They're looking to try and gain
as much knowledge as possible before embarking on quite significant
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between the 5,000 marker genes to that
between genes we knew were under
strong natural selection — those involved in our immune system."
These significant patterns can also
reveal how much time has elapsed
since the start of natural selection, and
what parts of our genome will prove
more difficult for mapping of genes.
Dr Huttley and colleagues from the
HGG and Centre for Mathematics and
Its Applications in the US are now
looking at functional genes in the identified regions with the expectation that
some may be involved in disease.

further restructuring within their own
Chinese economy."
However, Prof Brailsford said the
visit was also beneficial to the University in trying to establish stronger
ties with the Chinese government.
"We've got a vested interest here
as well, in that they'll go back home
and talk about the ANU and our
Faculty as being somewhat reputable and knowledgeable, so through
this process we're hoping to establish far stronger links with Chinese
government
officials," Prof
Brailsford said.
"We already have some quite reasonable links with various academic
institutions in China and we've had,
over the past three or four years, a
number of staff exchanges both ways.
Those staff exchanges have led to
our name becoming more widely recognised within the Chinese
government, so we're hoping that we
can make this somewhat of a regular
event — two or three times a year."

to take the next step in her career.
"F ve had some previous networking experience during my overseas
Churchill Fellowship last year, but
obviously this conference will be
another opportunity for me to further
my skills," Ms Smith said.
The annual conference forms part
of ECU'S Women in Leadership
Project and, since the first gathering in 1992, it has attracted
hundreds of participants from
across Australia and dozens of internationally renowned speakers.
Although the theme of the conference changes each year—this year it
is "Looking at the Future, Listening
to the Past" — the general aim is to
promote the importance of women
taking leadership roles and how they
can get themselves into positions to
do that.
According to both Ms Hayes and
Ms Smith that is a topical point of
concern on campuses around Australia, including the ANU.
"General staff women generally
are reflected fairly well across all
levels until you get up to the Senior
Officer/Executive level," Ms Hayes
said. "Hopefully we will start to see
some further inroads and increased
changes to all our staffing profiles
following the relatively recent appointment of women to the positions
of Director of Human Resources,
Director of Student Administration
and Support Services, the School of
Music and, more recently, the John
Curtin School of Medical Research."
Ms Smith said those inroads were
also occurring within RSPhysSE
where management had recognised
her value not only as a role model for
potential recruits and as a mentor for
current female staff, but also as a
potential technically-oriented manager.
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EVENTS
Australia's population trends will be
the focus of "The transformation of
Australia's Population 1970-2030"
Conference at the ANU on 14 and 15
October. A range of speakers will
discuss fertility rates, immigration
and population growth in Australia.
To get a program call 6249 2307 or
visit the website: <www.demography.net>.
Four ANU departments, schools
and programs are combining to
host a conference (28 and 29 October) for the 50th anniversary of
the founding of the Peoples Republic of China. The conference
will bring together leading scholars from America, Britain, China,
France, Singapore and Australia
to discuss changes in China during
the last 50 years. Contact Amy on
6249 2166 for more details.
Marketing company (Purdon and
Associates) is currently interviewing staff and students on campus on
behalf of the ANU Facilities and
Services Division. Interviewers are
carrying identification and the questionnaire will take around five
minutes.
Professor Henry Reynolds from
the University of Tasmania will
speak on "A Crossroads of Conscience
—
Native
Title,
International Law, and Australia's integrity" at the Manning
Clark Theatre 3,7pm, 21 October.
Prof Reynolds is one of Australia's
pre-eminent historians. He will be
challenging the university community to engage with native title and
reconciliation issues. The meeting
has been organised by ANTaR
ACT (Australians for Native Title
and Reconciliation), in conjunction with the ANU branch of
Community Aid Abroad. For more
details call Bob Makinson on 6247
4307, or Jess Weir on 6257 6009.
Prof Reynolds has also been named
as the first Freilich Eminent Lecturer and will present a series of
lecturers throughout October on
"Sovereignty, Indigenous Australia and Human Rights". For
details contact 6249 5527.
Dr John Uhr of the Asia Pacific
School of Economics and Management will present a lecture on
"Making Sense of the Referendum"
on 22 October as part of the Senate
Occasional Lecture Series at Parliament House. For more information
contact Rebecca Earnes on
6277 3074.

DIVINE DESSERT
SPECIAL
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Present this voucher and receive a delicious
A'la Carte dessert for only $5.00 (saving of $3.90).
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(Limit of one per person, valid September/October)
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REVIEW

Views of Australia from a range of disciplines

C

hris Wallace-Crabbe writes
that: "To be Australian is to
keep rediscovering America, coming at you from unexpected
angles," in his contribution to this
volume, the outcome of a Harvard
symposium held in spring 1997.
While in the late 19th and early
20th Century comparisons with the
United States were seen as a somet i m e s r a d i c a l a n t i d o t e to an
unleavened diet of British control,
the United States has more recently
been perceived as the country where
Mammon rules and culture is dumbed
down by ex-pat Australian intellectuals.
This book is the product of the
sometimes-amorphous discipline of
Australian Studies, the infant sibling
of the longer-established field of
American Studies. In the years following World War II, the United
States encouraged the latter's develo p m e n t in o r d e r to i n c r e a s e
knowledge of and sympathy for its
culture overseas and thereby win
greater understanding. These days,
in some quarters, area studies are out
of fashion — seen as old-fashioned,
conservative and even racist. Whatever else they are, they are without
doubt part of the politics of defining
identity.
Australia came rather late to the
field and has established only three
overseas centres for Australian
Studies, in Britain and the United
States of America and more recently
in Germany. The Harvard Chair was
established in 1976, bicentenary of
the A m e r i c a n D e c l a r a t i o n of
I n d e p e n d e n c e , and the f i r s t
incumbent in 1977 was the late
Professor Manning Clark. Twenty
years later a symposium was held at
Harvard attended by many of those
who had filled the Chair on an annual
basis in the intervening period and
the p a p e r s by 15 A u s t r a l i a n

APPROACHING AUSTRALIA: PAPERS FROM THE
HARVARD AUSTRALIAN STUDIES SYMPOSIUM
Harold Bolitho and Chris Wallace-Crabbe (eds)
Harvard University Committee on Australian Studies, Cambridge,
Mass., 1998. xv + 252 pp. paperback. $62.50

archaeologists, historians, political
scientists and specialists in literature
and the arts have now been published.
Hardly surprisingly, the list of authors
reads like a W h o ' s Who in the
Humanities in Austraha.
Celebratory
rather
than
groundbreaking, this book provides
excellent summaries of the state of
play on a number of fields of study in
Australia. It is also an enjoyable
volume to dip into. It starts with the
p r e h i s t o r i a n s . Rhys Jones, that
charismatic wild Welsh colonial
boyo,
writes
on
"cowboy
archaeology" in the USA as well as
in Australia. He is one of the
generation of immigrant British
archaeologists of the early '60s who,
since their arrival in Australia, have
seen the dates for human habitation
in the sunburnt country pushed back
from a mere 3,000 to at least 50,000
years b e f o r e the p r e s e n t . John
M u l v a n e y , doyen of Australian
archaeology, writes on the terrible
cost of the frontier to its Indigenous
inhabitants, while Les Hiatt,
respected scholar, former dentist and
amateur
boxing
champion,
contributes a characteristically
iconoclastic and hard-hitting view of
New Age thinking and its relevance
to Aboriginal Australia.
There follow four literary figures
and one practising visual artist, Jan
Senbergs. Dame Leonie Kramer
argues that, for Australian writers,
the past great literary tradition of the
English language has been a blessing
for antipodean writers, not a burden.
Chris Wallace-Crabbe reflects on the

Did you know...?
T h e Cellar Cafe and Bar
is open weekdays from 9.00am to 8.00 pm
• Happy Hour every Thursday from 4.00 to 6.00 pm
• Guinness & Coopers on tap
• Meals from $5.00

T h e Bottle Shop
•
•
•
•

— the only bottle shop on campus

open weekdays from 9.00 am to 6.30 pm
large selection of wine, beer, & spirits
very reasonable prices
newspapers, magazines and a range of grocery items available

T h e Sandwich Bar
is open weekdays from I 1.00 am to 2.00 pm
• Made to order sandwiches, rolls and more
• Fresh, quality ingredients

W e are here for you
Functions

We have 10 rooms available for weddings,
parties, meetings, any social or business event.
Outdoors or indoors, we will look after you!

Accommodation Do you have friends or family coming to visit?
Need some space? Ring us for reasonable prices
in one of our 146 rooms, suites or apartments.

UNIVERSITY

HOUSE

Y O U R HOTEL AT THE A U S T R A L I A N N A T I O N A L U N I V E R S I T Y
Cnr Liversidge St and Balmain Cres (Building I on Uni Map)

Tel: 6249 521 I (or 521 I within the University)
www.anu.edu.au/unihouse

email: acommodation.unihouse@anu.edu.au

http://www.anu.edu.au/pad/ANURep

generally one-way influence of
American literature on Australian
writers. Peter Steele compares the
poetries of the two countries through
"walking poems" and the landscapes
of the land, the mind and the spirit
they evoke. Kevin Hart explores an
American tendency to see Australian
poetry, like its society, as representing
an earlier, more innocent, period of
American history.
Of the four historians, Geoffrey
Blainey identifies six different types
of Australian nationalism. Jill Roe
contributes a fascinating essay on
Australian women in America from
Miles Franklin onwards. Graham
Davison's "Driving to Austerica: the
Americanization of the post-war

Australian city" borrows Robin
Boyd's term to provide a brilliant
e x a m i n a t i o n of the e f f e c t on
Australian urban landscapes and
lifestyles of such American models
as freeways, drive-ins and motels.
Here the optimistic acceptance of the
USA as model has changed almost to
a fear rather than a hope "that
America's present may be Australia's
future". Alan Frost compares the
creation of Australian "national
space" of the mind with that of the
other "neo-Europes", former
European colonies of settlement in
temperate climatic zones.
Finally come three papers dealing
with government: James Walter looks
at the different ways in which the
United States has understood political
and social equality and attempted to
implement their concepts. Peter
Beilharz argues, from a more radical
viewpoint, that the century of the
liberal-labour consensus stretched
from the 1880s to the 1980s and that
the attempt to "civilize capitalism"

Dual exhibition at gallery

Image: Peter Callas, Sao Sebastiao, digital print on photographic paper, 122x200cm (detail)

The ANU's Drill Hall Gallery is
showing exhibitions by two of Australia's leading artists during the
month of October.
The City Submerged, is an exhibition of paintings by Jon Cattapan,
one of Australia's leading contemporary
artists,
while
The
incorporated image features recent
works on paper by distinguished
electronic media artist, Peter Callas.
Jon Cattapan presents issues
such as isolation in a city in a manner that is unique and insightful.
Having lived in a range of cities,
including New York, Melbourne
and Canberra, Cattapan finds certain aspects of city life to be
universal and explores these in a
series of richly coloured oil paintings and installations.
The exhibition is a culmination
of 10 years' work for Melbournebased Cattapan. The exhibition has
been curated by Sheona White and
the tour has been organised by the
Wollongong City Gallery.

WHO WROTE

The incorporated image is a provocative exhibition exploring the
creative applications of digital media and features works by Peter
C a l l a s d u r i n g his 1999 H . C .
Coombs Creative Arts Fellowship
at the ANU.
Callas' excellence in the fields
of film, video art and computer
animation is internationally renowned. His award-winning works
have been widely exhibited and
screened nationally and internationally in galleries, museums and
festivals, and also broadcast on television stations such as BBC 2
London, Canal + Paris and NHK
Satellite Tokyo.
His work is in the permanent
collections of numerous major art
museums including the Museum of
M o d e r n Art, N e w Y o r k , the
Kunstmuseum, Bonn and the National Gallery of Australia.
Both exhibitions continue at the
Drill Hall Gallery until 7 November 1999.

in the age of globalisation may have
f a i l e d , but that c h a n g e o f f e r s
opportunity as well as loss. The book
e n d s with a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y
provocative bravura piece by Gough
Whitlam on Australia as an Asian
country.
There are some minor oddities in
the editing. References are given in
endnotes to each chapter, and then all
the sources are again listed in
alphabetical order, adding some 22
pages or almost 10 per cent to the total
length of the book. And the papers
themselves vary in length from 6 to 50
pages. Despite these editorial quirks
— and a rather cluttered jacket design
incorporating a bird's eye (or is it
Boeing's eye?) view of Sydney's
Circular Quay by Jan Senbergs (himself
a Visiting Professor of Australian
Studies at Harvard)—this introduction
to ways of approaching Australia
should find a receptive audience on
both sides of the Pacific.
M.Ruth Megaw
Flinders University, Adelaide

Anthology up
to Series IV
TheC!anberra School of Music has
recently released Series IV of the
Anthology of Australian Music on
Disc.
The latest series adds six CDs to
the reference collection that now totals 36 discs.
The Anthology of Australian Music on Disc is an important collection
of CDs surveying and documenting
vocal, solo, instrumental, electroacoustic and chamber music written
by Australia's foremost composers
and performed by the country' s leading musicians. Series I and II were
produced by the School of Music;
Series III and IVwere produced as a
joint project of the School of Music,
the Australian Music Centre and
ScreenSound Australia (formerly the
National Film and Sound Archive).
The new series was launched recently by the Federal Minister for the
A r t s , the H o n o u r a b l e
Peter
McGauran MP at The Studio, Sydney Opera House, as part of the 1999
International Association of Music
Information Centres Conference.
In Canberra the series was launched
last month by the Acting Chair of the
Board of the Institute of the Arts, Professor Geoffrey Brennan in the Green
Room at the School of Music.
Series IV continues to highlight
the diversity and excellence of Australia' s music culture, with recordings
of an interesting range of works.
For further information and orders contact Margaret Ziersch at the
School of Music on x5734 or email
<Margaret.Ziersch@anu.edu.au >.

IT?

Many of the weaknesses of ordinary Australians are those likely to
be found in a people anywhere. It is
a sign of how deeply populist much
Australian thinking is that when
someone wants to criticise Australia he criticises not the few who
run it, but the mass of the people, as
if the genius of the nation resided
exclusively in them and only spontaneous generation on their part
could effect reform.
This habit conceals the fact that.

while ordinary Australians have
many fine and some exceptional
characteristics, the present elites in
Australia are mostly second-rate.
Many of the nation's affairs are
conducted by the racketeers of the
mediocre who have risen to authority in a non-competitive community
where they are protected in their
adaptations of other people's ideas.
The first entry to identify the above
piece and its author, drawn after the

close of entries on Monday 8 November, will receive a $30 voucher
from University House. Entries
should be emailed or sent to the
Editor (see page 2 for contact details).
Belinda Richardson from the Research Services Office won last
issue's Who Wrote It?, an excerpt
from The Communist
Manifesto
(1848) by Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels.
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Celebrating 10 years as a groundbreaker
Early this year, the School of
Mathematical Sciences (SMS)
celebrated its 10th anniversary.
It was formed in 1989, when
the Institute of Advanced Studies'
Departments of Mathematics and
Statistics left their respective
Research Schools and joined the
Faculties'
Department of
Mathematics
and
the
Commonwealth Special Research
Centre
for
Mathematical
Analysis.
A further restructuring in 1993
strengthened the School's
functioning as a single entity in
the University (with a one-line

budget drawn from its different
components).
The present SMS comprises two
divisions.
The
Centre
for
Mathematics and its Applications
(CMA) is a major international
research institute in mathematical and
statistical science — with staff from
both Institute and Faculties — while
the Department of Mathematics,
strongly interwoven with the CMA
through research programs and
common infrastructure, also conducts
an undergraduate teaching program
through the Faculty of Science.
The SMS research spreads across
a diverse range of theory and

applications. These days, theoretical,
computational and applied aspects
of the mathematical sciences are
strongly integrated.
Major pure
mathematical
discoveries at the ANU, notably in
fractal theory and curvature flow, led
to impressive
technological
developments overseas.
Despite a relatively small and
potentially crippling budget, the
School has performed extremely
well, as attested by output and
recognition.
For example, the current staff
includes seven Fellows of the
Australian Academy of Science, two

Fellows of the Royal Society and
nine ARC Fellows.
While the fusion of research and
teaching, Institute and Faculties,
embodied in the SMS is vigorously
supported within the School (and
commended by our peers elsewhere),
it has not been administratively easy
for the SMS to fit comfortably within
the ANU, which itself is grappling
with change, amidst perceptions of
declining traditional values and
managerial performance. But above
all, I believe the SMS is one part of
the ANU that has clearly earnt the
right of admission to the next century
in a university context.

Professor Neil Trudinger
Dean, School of Mathematical
Sciences

Professor returns to
Mathematical models
the study of fractals
used to Interpret
after 20-year break
complex stellar objects
B Y T E R E S A BELCHER

B Y TERESA BELCHER

Astronomers at the School of Mathematical Sciences (SMS), aided by
the Visualisation Laboratory of the
ANU Super-Computing Facility,
have been producing mathematical
models to construct graphics that interpret the complex features
associated with stars and other astronomical objects.
Dr Lilia Ferrario from the Astronomy and Astrophysics Program
in SMS is interested in the radiation
from compact stars — such as white
dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes.
With her colleagues she has constructed colour and complex models
for emissions and swirling of matter.
"I am particularly interested in
white dwarfs that have super-strong
magnetic fields — they just behave
like giant magnets," Dr Ferrario said.
"No one really knows where these
magnetic fields come from — it is
just one of the great mysteries."
These stars can exist alone, or as
interacting binary systems. The gravitational field can be so strong that
material is sucked from the secondary star, forming a stream of swirling
matter that creates an accretion disc
surrounding the compact star. In addition, all kinds of radiation can be
emitted from such stars, depending
on their masses and on the strength of
their magnetic fields.
One theory to explain the existence of magnetic fields is that a star
has a "fossil field" and is magnetic
from the start of its existence. Another theory suggests that the
magnetic field is "a dynamo" — and
is generated later through the motion
of matter inside the star.
"We observe certain phenomena
and we are trying to construct mathematical models to reproduce what
we observe," Dr Ferrario said. "It's
just to understand what is going on."
The ANU has been at the forefront of this kind of research since
the 1970s. In the late 1980s, SMS
scientists produced a theoretical interpretation of a super-strong
magnetic white dwarf. This meant
that, for the first time, an astrophy sical
object could be used to verify the
physics of matter under extreme conditions (unattainable in earth-bound

•c
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A mathematician at the School of
Mathematical Sciences (SMS) has
recently returned to one of his original areas of academic study — the
geometric properties of complex
objects known as fractals.
Professor John Hutchinson is
aiming to further understand the
general patterns of fractals, focusing, in particular, on random
fractals.
Named and popularised by
Benoit Mandelbrot over 25 years
ago, fractals are objects with very
complicated geometric properties
and fractional dimensions. They can
be applied to model many physical
phenomena and processes — such
as the clustering of galaxies, the
growth of trees, Brownian motion
of pollen particles in a fluid, river
drainage basins, and the transmission of errors across the Internet.
"Fractals have the property that,
if you look at them under a microscope and you keep blowing up the
magnification, they maintain their
complexity and look similar at all
scales," Prof Hutchinson said. "You
see similar patterns come up again
and again and again."
Prof Hutchinson initially worked
with fractals at Princeton University 20 years ago when he developed
a mathematical framework to understand their properties.

A couple of years later, his
framework was used by Professor
Michael Barnsley at Georgia Tech
to develop an efficient method to
compress images and sound in computer memory.
"Barnsley realised he could apply what I was thinking of as
primarily a mathematical model to
image compression. He went ahead
and developed software and hardware to do this," Prof Hutchinson
said. "This is the basis for the
method used to store the images in
Microsoft Encarta — the online
encyclopedia. So all the images are
coded up using fractal techniques."
Prof Hutchinson is now working on random fractals.
"Basically they are fractals
which involve some sort of
probabilistic aspect," he said. "If
you have a good understanding of
the mathematics then that will almost inevitably lead to a good
understanding of related physical
processes."
"Mathematics is really the study
of pattern and structure. These mathematical ideas end up being
applicable across the whole range of
physical and biological sciences, in
engineering and technology, and in
economics," Prof Hutchinson said.
"Random fractals are actually used
now, in fact, in modelling short-term
fluctuations in the money market."

Image: Russell Knightley Media

School plans celebration
for Neumann's 90th

Astronomical equation: IVIodels of EUVE J0317-855 explain complex behavior
laboratories), and allow strange features identified in the spectra to be
explained.
Dr Ferrario and group members
Stephane Vennes and Dayal
Wickramasinghe, have been working on constructing a theoretical
model to understand the nature of a
new object called EUVE10317-855.
They were recently granted time to
view the object via NASA satellite
FUSE (Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic
Explorer), the only Australian representative in a group of 30 international
teams given access to FUSE.
"This is an extremely bizarre object because it is probably one of the
strongest known magnets in the universe," Dr Ferrario said. "It is a white
dwarf which is extremely hot, ultra
massive and it spins around its axis
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with a period of only 10 minutes. It is
an x-ray source and is also believed
to be a gamma-ray source."
SMS PhD student Michelle
Buxton is also working on providing
further evidence of the existence of
black holes. Black holes behave in a
similar way to white dwarfs with
companion stars and accretion discs.
However, black holes do not have a
solid crust but instead an "event horizon". Material from the companion
star is drawn in to the event horizon
and emits radiation before it loses
contact with the external world.
"People have always been a bit
suspicious of black holes — do they
really exist?" Dr Ferrario said. "Now it
looks like it is definitely beyond doubt
they exist, both in binary systems and
in the centre of active galaxies."

The 90th anniversary of the birth
of Emeritus Professor Bernhard
Neumann (right) will be celebrated
in part by a two-day function on
October 15-16, organised by the
School of Mathematical Sciences.
It will celebrate the diversity of
Prof
Neumann's
contributions to the Australian mathematics community and his
contributions to research in mathematics, especially algebra, with
presentations by representatives of
his mathematical family. It will conclude with a celebratory dinner. For
details contact Mike Newman on
<newman @maths.anu.edu.au>.
http://www.anu.edu.au/pacl/ANURep
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Professor's career
Statisticians work to improve
techniques for counting wildlife spans the rise and
rise of computing
BY JULIA VEITCH

ANU statisticians have been working with biologists and ecologists to
improve the sampling and modeling
of wild populations of plants and
animals.
Professor Alan Welsh of the Statistical Science Program in the Centre
for Mathematics and its Applications,
and colleagues Ross Cunningham and
Christine Donnelly from the Statistical Consulting Unit, have been
working with several authorities to
help them estimate and monitor
populations of plants and animals.
Working with groups such as the
ANU's Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, Environment
Australia, NSW Parks and Wildlife
and Environment ACT, they have
been looking at woody weeds, frogs,
birds and possums.
"Estimating and monitoring the
size of populations of plants or animals often involves nonstandard
sampling and data," Prof Welsh said.
"I'm concerned with developing the
scientific framework for collecting
data so that, year after year, we can
accurately and precisely estimate the
size of the population."
Estimates of wild populations
were often made by counting all
plants or animals in a sample of areas
called quadrats. In the 1970s it was
suggested that measuring distances
to plants or animals from samples of
lines, or transects, would work better. Such methods are currently used

BY TERESA BELCHER

One mathematics professor at the
Centre for Mathematics and its Applications has experienced the
advent and great advance of computer use during his 34 years' of
teaching and research at the ANU.
Professor Mike Osborne, who
will retire at the end of this year,
was appointed as Head of the Computer Centre in 1965.
Arriving from the University of
Edinburgh, he was drawn to numerical data analysis (the major
computer application in ANU at
the time), and has been involved in
that field ever since.
Photo: Alan Welsh
The Computer Centre was loCounting down: Bird species countedon the Northeast l-ierald Cay included cated in the Cockcroft building,
this Biacl< Noddy and chick.
and boasted an IBM 360-50 computer that was principally used by
to monitor whale, kangaroo and other important, Prof Welsh said.
staff and students at the Research
populations.
It might seem that an old method School of Physical Sciences and
However, Prof Welsh said analy- has simply been rediscovered, he said, Engineering (RSPhysSE) and the
sis showed that distance sampling is but one of the advantages of devel- John Curtin School of Medical
not well-founded theoretically. It tries oping a good frame is that accurate Research (JCSMR).
to make adjustments for unobserved models for prediction can be generAccording to Prof Osborne, PhD
plants or animals but fails in this ated. This permits scientific sampling students used the computers intenbecause it cannot distinguish between that reduces the extent of further data sively.
unobserved and non-existent plants collection.
"If you went into the RSPhysSE
or animals.
"Models for abundance are often at 8pm in the evening in those days,
Setting up a frame of quadrats and not standard because the quadrat you actually had trouble finding a
quantifying the specific habitat, fac- counts and their distributions show parking space as the students were
tors affecting the natural history and unusual features. With rare or endan- working so hard.
numbers of the plant or animal is gered species there are usually lots of
"Many finished a PhD in two
zeros — that is, there can be many years. They were head-hunted by
quadrats with nothing to count."
the best of institutions anywhere,"
Biologists and ANU statisticians he said.
"In those days you had a bunch
took a recent field trip to Northeast
Herald Cay, 300km east of Cairns in of punch cards and you queued up
the Coral Sea, where they surveyed in a long line and had them run
populations of nests of various spe- through a card reader for you.
cies of seabird.
" If you were lucky and the thing
"Statisticians need to go out into worked you got some output, but if
the field to appreciate the conditions you dropped the cards you were in
under which data are collected, in serious trouble."
order to improve the process of deProf Osborne, however, believes
These lectures ore free and interested members of the public are invited to attend.
veloping accurate models. In some that the IBM 360-50 machine was
cases this is a lot of fun and we learn grotesquely overloaded from day
Sovereignty, Indigenous Australia and Human Rights:
an awful lot."
one.

PUBLIC LECTURE SERIES

a series of four lectures by Professor Henry Reynolds, the First Freilich Eminent Lecturer

Wednesday 6,13, 20, 27 October 6.00pm. Haydon-Allen Lecture Theatre, ANU.
Please note — 13 October lecture will be held at Manning Clark Lecture Theatre One.
Enquiries to Benjamin Penny tel. 6249 5527.
The Inaugural Jack Smart Lecture

'Locke-ing onto Content' by Frank Jackson, Professor of Philosophy,RSSS, ANU
Director of the Institute of Advanced Studies, ANU.
Friday 15 October 4.15pm. Law Link Lecture Theatre Fellows Road ANU.
Enquiries tel. 6249 2341. dicrosse@coombs.anu.edu.au http://philrsss.anu.edu.au/
The 10th Annual Jack Beale Water Resources Lecture

The Challenges of Hydrological Research at Catchment Scales
by Professor Russell Mein

Tuesday, 19 October 8.00pm. Manning Clark Lecture Theatre 1, ANU.
Inquiries: Water Research Foundation of Austmlio tel: 02 6249 0651
The Canberra School of Art Annual Lecture

Temples, Towers and Houses of Glass —
an Australian perspective on glass art and
glass imagery by Geoffrey Edwards

Friday 22 October at 6.00pm.
Canberra School of Art Lecture Theatre, ANU.
Enquiries Canberm School of Art information tel. 6249 5810.
http://www.anu.edu.au/pad/ANURep
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"There were tremendous expectations b e c a u s e it was very
oversold. IBM were promising
enormous computer advances and
of course it didn't happen, at least
not on the time scale expected."
Prof Osborne said the first major advance was in 1972 with the
purchase of a second-hand Univac
1108 machine that provided interactive use through eight remote
terminals.
This was upgraded in 1976 with
the Univac 1110, the first of a sequence of increasingly powerful
central computers.
"The thing that really changed
computing, though, was the development of the personal computer,"
Prof Osborne said.
"There were machines that you
would now identify as primitive
personal computers that were coming into the university in the late
' 7 0 s . Hewlett P a c k a r d and
Tectronics were two companies that
produced desktop computers that
were perceived as laboratory instruments. They were, for their
time, quite powerful machines.
"It was the early '80s and I was
in Statistics when we got our first
PCs — our excuse for that was to
get some word processors for mathematical typing," Prof Osborne
said.
"We had two of the original
Compaq machines — 8Mhz, 8-bit
processors. We even managed to
justify a floating-point processor
on one. It seems incredible now."
When he retires. Prof Osborne
is looking forward to attending conferences, writing some books and
seeing more of Australia.
At a recent Computational Mathematics meeting, former students
organised a special celebration for
him to acknowledge his research
and contribution to the ANU.

Mathematician's model proves
rolling stone gathers no moss
BY TERESA BELCHER

It may be just a proverb that "a
rolling stone gathers no moss",
but now a mathematician at the
School of Mathematical Science
(SMS) has developed a model to
prove that a tumbling stone really doesn't.
Dr Ben Andrews, from the Centre for Mathematics and its
Applications, has solved an old
mathematical problem to do with
the eventual shape of a stone that is
tumbled.
"The idea is if a stone tumbles
around, what happens in the end
— what happens to its shape?" Dr
Andrews said.
"A simple model of the process
is like this: as the stone tumbles
around, sharp edges will get
knocked off before flat sides, and
more generally, the more curved a
part of the stone's surface is, the
faster it will be worn away. This

can be written down precisely as a
system of partial differential equations.
"The conjecture (dating back
to 1974) was that, according to this
model, the stones should eventually become perfectly spherical —
all the sharp bits are knocked off
and you are just left with something that is perfectly round. I
managed to prove that."
A paper detailing this equation
will be published in the upcoming
edition of the journal, Inventiones
Mathematicae.
What led Dr Andrews to solving the tumbling stone problem
was the "bigger picture" — his
research into motion and diffusion
processes.
"The tumbling stone model is
really one of a large class of equations. Other examples are
equations that describe the flow of
heat; diffusion of chemicals; popu-

lation models; and lots of other
related processes."
Dr Andrews said all these natural processes have some features
in common — they involve finescale detail being lost or smoothed
out, and everything gets simpler
and more uniform.
"For example, a drop of dye in
one side of a tub of water quickly
diffuses right through the tub, until the concentration is about the
same everywhere," Dr Andrews
said.
"The same thing is happening
with the stone — all the details get
removed, until at the end the surface becomes perfectly uniform."
"Similar equations have been
used in other situations where this
sort of smoothing effect is desirable, such as the area of image
processing — for removing noise
from images or for helping to recognise objects in an image."
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OPINION

Referendum on a republic: 'yes' or 'no'

T

iiose who are considering how they will
enjoyed by few other nations on the globe. But,
Like the rest of the country, opinion at the AND on the republic issue is divided. In this last edition that Australia is as it is, is in part-measure a
vote on 6 November should ask thembefore the 6 November referendum, two academics put their respective "yes" and "no" cases.
selves three questions: Do I want an Ausfunction of its form of government. So the question every thinking person must ask at voting time
tralian Head of State? Is this the right time to
\aturam primum cognoscere rerum —
is just how well the proposed republican model
that is in need of refurbishment. The change has
move to a republic and away from the constitusits with our Australian political tradition.
"First to learn the nature of things". So
the support of three eminent Australians who
tional monarchy? Is this republican model an
I wrote the poet, philosopher and scientist
The dismissal is often taken to be the beginacceptable one? I strongly believe that the answer have worked in the system at the highest level: Sir
ning of the end for the Monarchy in Australia. But
Zelman Cowen, Sir Gerard Brennan and Sir Lucretius. And so chose the founders of this
to each of those questions is YES.
the storm that surrounded the use of the reserve
Anthony Mason. It has the support of the three university for our watchword. Lucretius' s words
Since the Australian colonies federated in
speak with a directness, and with an elegance, that powers in 1975 suggests that it would not be until
major party leaders at the time of the 1975 consti1901 the story of the building of Australian
11.45 — much closer to the 12th hour than the
nationhood is one of making our political institu- tutional crisis (when our system was really under helps remind us of our collective mission as
11th — that a Governor-General would want to
members of the Australian National University.
strain): Gough Whidam, Malcolm Fraser and
tions increasingly Australian. We have done so
So let us consider the present republican proposal juxtapose himself between a prime minister and
with our judicial system (abolishing appeals to Doug Anthony. The parliamentary appointment
parliament. But under the model proposed, the
the Privy Council), with appointments to the model will be an important, moderate and safe in the spirit of Lucretius.
One of the things I have found most striking president—chosen as he or she will be by a twoposition of Governor-General, and with our na- change to our system.
thirds majority of parliament
about the Australian republiOur opponents concentional anthem, among others.
— will be able to point to a
R\ A
T-^R^
o v / r - o ^^^^
^^^^^ aspects of the can project is that in many
On each occasion the critics
ways, it is a-historical. The THE CASE FOn NO "superior" form of demoproposed president: appointhave predicted the worst. But / l i t C y / i o t I C y / i I t o
cratic mandate. Given our
ment, dismissal and powers. pro-republic camp often claims
we have been moving in the
right direction. It is the next logical step to replace Yet the appointment process is more democratic, to draw upon history in its arguments, but the tradition of sharp partisanship it surely must be
conceivable that a president would feel justified
truth is that republican "history" is more often
our British monarch and her representative, the consultative and bipartisan. The dismissal procGovernor-General, with an Australian President. ess is similar to the existing system, with the mythological. The history of the Australian Re- in assuming a more robust political role, and
would be a little less reluctant to draw upon the
publican Movement involves ablend of the wistful.
added safeguard that a report to the House of
We could take this step at any time but the
Representatives is required. The legislation spe- Eureka Stockade, "what might have been?" his- political weapons in his or her armoury. Won't
Centenary of Federation, on 1 January 2001, is
tory, and the overtly partisan "grand project", presidents with this sort of mandate feel just a
cifically ensures the powers of the new head of
most appropriate. There has been no hurry. Just as
little less reluctant to speak out against governhistory of Manning Clark. In terms of the use of
state remain the same.
Federation was preceded by a decade of deliberaour history to genuinely understand the nature ment policy? And won't smaller parties in the
Finally, the YES vote offers those who want
tion so has this referendum, at the centre of which
Senate feel just a littie more confident in stretchand context of the debate about republicanism,
greater change, such as a popularly elected presiwas the Constitutional Convention in February
ing out the end-game, especially given that they
dent, a better chance of achieving their goal in the however—history used in the Lwcr^rian sense, in
1998. It's time. The monarchy no longer has
other words — there has been hardly a skerrick. have had a say in selecting the tie-breaker?
long run (if they can convince the electorate at a
community support. Australians want one of our
Why am I opposed to this republic? Why will
In his Uesprit des Lois, Montesquieu oblater referendum). A NO vote will continue Ausown as our head of state. Our opponents know
I vote "No"? I will do so because I think that the
served that in order to be successful, a system of
tralia's record of failed constitutional referenda
that and this knowledge is reflected in the tenor of
model must fail Montesquieu's admonition —
law or governance had to "fit" the society in
and stop the move in its tracks. A YES vote will
the NO campaign. They devote their energies to
maintain the momentum of reform and the case which it was to operate. "Political and civil laws," that constitutions must be understood in the conan attack on the model rather than to facing the
text of the society in which they operate. This
for a popularly elected president can be put to the he wrote, "should be relative to the nature and
main issue.
model falls short when it is looked at in the
principle of the actual, or intended government".
next Constitutional Convention.
So is the model acceptable? This republican
context of Australian political tradition.
As frustrating as it may seem to sentimental
Professor John Warhurst
model will have a president elected by a twoIan Holloway
John Warhurst is a Professor in the Political republicans, Montesquieu was bang on the mark.
thirds majority of parliament. This retains the
Mr Holloway is a Senior Lecturer in the
Science Department of the Faculty of Arts For better or worse, we are all captives of our past.
essential features of our existing parliamentary
Faculty of Law.
and also Covener of the ACT YES Coalition. Australia is a society that enjoys advantages
system and improves on them. It updates a system
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^^^^^^^lassifieds
The FREE classified ads that appear
here are downloaded from the ANU's
campus Internet site, The Nugget
www.anu.edu.aii/pad/nugget/
on the Friday prior to publication. Only
ads submitted to The Nugget will be
published here — no other submissions
will be accepted by the ANU Reporter. If
space is limited, preference will be given
on a "first in" basis.

FOR SALE
MAZDA 121: 1993, A/C, ex/cond.,
$6,500; Contact Yosh Azuma on 6249
2204 work or email
<becak@coombs.anu>.
MERCEDES BENZ: 220Seb, 2 door
coupe, $28,500; Contact Tony Graf on
(02) 9977 7780 home.
TOYOTA CELICA: 1982 auto with
sunroof, owner going overseas, urgent
sale, now reduced to $1,050. Contact Jane
on 6257 7579 home.
TOYOTA COROLLA SECA: 1984
s e x Sedan, maroon, aircon, reg 1/2000,
5 spd, 4 door, runs well, nice condition,
$3,500 neg; Contact Genni on 6282 6441
home.
BICYCLE: Men's Dunlop warrior
mountain-style, lOspd, w/light, lock,
helmet, $140 ono; Contact David Cooper
on 6249 4415 work or 6247 0419 home.
BIKE: Women's Repco, w/lock. reliable,
$50/ono; Contact David Cooper on 6249
4415 work or 6247 0419 home.
BIKE: Ladies Repco, $50; Contact Elfie
Gahan on email
<Elfie.Gahan@anu.edu.au> or 6249 3433
work or 6242 1052 home.
WOOD DESK: Office chair, bookshelf,
separate or as set, $150; Contact David
Cooper on 6249 4415 work or 6247 0419
home.
MACINTOSH: Mac 6200/75, 16MB
ram, 500MB hard drive, colour screen,
$250; Contact Lex Weaver on 6279 8180
work or 6267 5204 home.
MACINTOSH COMPUTERS: MacII
and LC475 plus RGB monitor. Cheap,
Low offers; Contact Robin Connor on
6249 4053 work or 6241 3838 home.
DOUBLE BED: Country-style with slats.

excellent condition, $180; Contact Vanessa
Marshall on 6248 5786 home.
DINING FURNITURE: Solid mahogany
Queen Anne-style table and four chairs, as
new, $500; Contact Robin Connor on email
<rconnor@cres.anu.edu.au>.or 6249 4053
work.
WANTED TO BUY
MOTORCYCLE: Mid-size, pref. shaft
driven; Contact Joshua Conroy on 6242 1653
work or 6257 8108 home.
PC CONNECTOR: Buy or borrow PC
connector for Sharp ZQ series organiser;
Contact Joshua Conroy on 6242 1653 work
or 6257 8108 home.
TO LET
ROSEDALE, SOUTH COAST: 3
bedroom, views of water, 5 mins to beach,
$550/wk. Contact Joanna Gordon on (02)
4842 7149 home.
O'CONNOR: Female share sunny 3BR
house with female smoker and pets, $110/
wk. Contact Juliet on 6246 5427 work or
6262 7103 home.
MACQUARIE: 2 Bedroom flat, flexible
lease, quite area, 1 bus to ANU, avail now,
$140/wk includes electricity; Contact Vince
Craig on 6249 3359 work or 6251 8424
home.
WANTED TO LET
INNER CANBERRA: Visiting academic
couple seeks a house or flat for March May, 2000, rent negotiable/wk; Contact
Benjamin Penny on email
<Benjamin.Penny@anu.edu.au> or 6249
5527 work or 6249 8895 home.
HOLIDAY RENTALS
AVOCA BEACH: Modern 2 bdr unit, 30
seconds from surf, sleeps 4-6; Contact Tony
Adams on 6249 5616 work or 6288 5065
home.

MOSSY POINT: 3br house, excellent
position, close to beach, sleeps 6, fully
equipped, $50 /day. Contact Ben Jenkins on
6249 5596 work or 6285 0176 home.
LONG BEACH: Holiday house, easy access
to beach, sleeps 6, $250-$400/wk - seasonal;
Contact Gillian Malbon on 6288 4998 work
or 6249 4617 home.
MALUA BAY: 2 Bedrooms, 5 minutes from
beach and shops, $450/wk. Contact John on
6241 9971 home.
MORUYA HEADS: Townhouse, private
bushy outlook, short walk to lovely beaches,
sleeps 6, $200-$400 /wk seasonal. Contact L
and I Keen on 6249 3662 work or 6248 0015
home.
BROULEE HEADLANDS: Studio plus two
bedrooms, 2 baths, sleeps 8. Bush and
garden setting, secluded. Contact Kate
Jacobs on 6943 2551.
BROULEE: 2 or 3 bedroom, 200m from
beach, variable prices. Contact John Frezza
on 6249 5903 work or 6286 4580 home.
SURF BEACH: Unit 11 Breakaway Lodge,
right on beach, great views. Contact Wendy
and Dave on 6249 4460 work or (02) 4471
3522 home.
BAWLEY POINT: Holiday cottage,
secluded bush setting, short walk to beach.
Contact Pat Walker on 6251 3136 home.
BEACH COTTAGE, Rosedale, NSW, with
sea views, native bush, verandah, 2 BR, SC,
sleeps 4, non-smokers only. Contact Roma
Fisher on 6295 9067.
MYSTERY BAY: Narooma^Tilba region, 2storey house. Close to beach, beside
National Park, 3br/2 bath. Dec-Jan, $550/wk,
other times $375/wk. Contact 62511467.
SERVICES (THIS SECTION IS FOR
ANU COMMUNITY ADS ONLY)
MATHS/PHYSICS TUITION: PhD
student available to tutor maths and physics
individually or in a group; Contact Lynn
Bloomfield on email <Lynn.Bloomfield@
anu.edu.au> or 6247 5737 home.
SANSKRIT TUITION: Experience the joy
of the most perfect of languages. Beginners
welcome; Contact McComas on email
<mccomas@cres.anu.edu.au> or 6247 6315
home.

CAN T FIND WHAT YOU WANT? TRY THE
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SPANISH PRIVATE TUTOR: Learn
Spanish! Individual tutoring and conversation classes with a native Spanish speaker.
Rates negotiable. Contact Ana Luz Galvez
on 6279 9070 work or email
<algalvez@hotmail.com>.
SPANISH CONVERSATION GROUP:
All levels welcome, meets Tuesdays 5:307pm, Uni House Cellar Bistro; Contact
Maribelle Young on email
<Maribelle.Young@anu.edu.au> or 6295
1710.
ENGLISH TUITION: Conversation
sessions especially for people with
Vietnamese as their first language; Contact
James on email
<j ames. gordon @ anu. edu. au>.
FRENCH CONVERSATION GROUP:
All levels welcome meets 5.15 - 7pm, Uni
House Cellar Bar, Contact Judy 6249 2608
work, 6251 5882 home, email
< Judy. Lej ins @ anu. edu. au>.
TOASTMASTERS: For more information,
contact Trevor Kirk on
<afa@interact.net.au> or 6251 9666 work.
TOASTMASTERS: For better listening,
thinking and speaking and if you are worried
about public speaking come along and learn
in a friendly environment; Contact <http://
w w w. anu. edu. au/tm2>.
EDITING AND THESIS ASSISTANCE:
Editing, proofreading, formatting by
professional, qualified editor, student rates;
Contact Helen Saunders on 6267 4971 work.
COPYWRITING/PROOF-READING/
EDITING: Contact Lisa Curtin on email
<lisac@teknet.net.au> or 0408 650 765
mobile.
EDITING/PROOFREADING: DTP,
computer work, thesis assistance, a wide
range of computer based service; Contact
A&T Mettenmeyer on 6299 5547 work.or
<atm @ netspeed.com. au>.
EDITING: For more information, contact
Narelle Radford on 6453 7209 or 018 485
664.
CAR POOL: This is a car pool for young
people. A great chance to meet new people
and save on travel costs; Contact Greg Daly
on 6230 5533 work or 6291 4411 home.
CONTEMPORARY ACTOR TRAINING:
Adult workshops and individual coaching.
Enhance creativity, career, charisma through
intuition. Spolin techniques; comedy
improvisation; acting basics; Contact

m

Margaret Forster on 6248 7280 work.
LATIN DANCE TUITION: Experi
enced teacher - salsa, merengue, lambada
and Argentinian tango. Group classes
Wed, Thurs nights, private classes by
appointment. Reasonable rates; Contact
Sam on 6295 6924 or email
<s3224502@student.anu.edu.au>.
HOME MAINTENANCE: Expert
advice & service on extensions, pergolas,
bathroom & kitchen renovations; Contact
John Milosis on 6241 9971 home.
HOUSESITTER: Available from 7 Oct.,
will look after pets, garden, etc.,
references available; Contact Idris
Sulaiman on 6249 3831 work or 6251
9334 home.
HOUSESITTERS: Married couple, no
children, non-smoking, available to house
sit from early Nov., happy to mind pets
and maintain garden; Contact Marianne
or Stephen on 6240 1406 work.
HOUSESITTER: NZ graduate couple
studying counselling seek long-term
position from mid-November, ideally
near Canberra Hospital; Contact
Humphrey & Lois Babbage on 6259 5612
work.
HOUSESITTER: For more information,
contact Michaela on 6283 3122 work.
HOUSE SITTER: House sitter available
from now indefinitely. Willing to look
after gardens, pets; Contact Marcine on
6254 4923 home.
HOUSE SITTER: For more information, contact Ruth Davidson on 6207
1489 work or 0413 415 211 mobile.
HOUSE SITTER: For more information, contact Mary Neville on 6257 7088
work or 6254 5425 home.
HOUSE SITTER: Available Nov 99 Jul 2000. Would enjoy minding pets and
gardening. Excellent references available.
Contact Ben Carmody on 62147203
home.
ALTERATIONS: For mending, ironing
and house-cleaning call Elisa on 6284
2141.
IRONING: $20 a basket, pick up &
delivery to ANU and Woden/Weston
Creek area; Contact 0414 329 443.
IRONING: Do you need your ironing
done? $1.00 per adult clothing $0.50 per
child clothing; Contact Jane Liu on 0410
583 838.
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